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Abstract. The time spent using a web browser on a wide variety of
tasks such as research activities, shopping or planning holidays is rel-
evant. Web pages visited by users contain important hints about their
interests, but empirical evaluations show that almost 40-50% of the ele-
ments of the web pages can be considered irrelevant w.r.t. the user inter-
ests driving the browsing activity. Moreover, pages might cover several
different topics. For these reasons they are often ignored in personalized
approaches. We propose a novel approach for selectively collecting text
information based on any implicit signal that naturally exists through
web browsing interactions. Our approach consists of three steps: (1) def-
inition of a DOM-based representation of visited pages, (2) clustering
of pages according with a tree edit distance measure and (3) exploiting
the acquired evidence about the user behaviour to better filtering out
irrelevant information and identify relevant text related to the current
needs. A comparative evaluation shows the effectiveness of the proposed
approach in retrieving additional web resources related to what the user
is currently browsing

1 Introduction

Implicit Feedback techniques monitor the user behavior gathering usage data
to build a profile of the user needs and, for this reason, users do not have to
explicitly indicate which documents are relevant. Typical sources of usage data
are: viewed or edited documents, query histories, emails, purchased items, etc..
Browsing and query histories in particular have been considered in some person-
alized search systems (e.g. [1]). Search engines’ toolbars and desktop search tools
can easily access that information, which has proven to be very useful to disam-
biguate query terms and personalize the search results, identifying the current
user context [2,3].

Even though browsing activities are an important source of information to
build profiles of the user interests, empirical evaluations show that browsing ses-
sions contain around 40-50% of elements considered irrelevant w.r.t. the user
interests driving the browsing activity [4]. HTML pages include noise data, such
as ads and navigation menus. Moreover, pages might cover several different top-
ics. For these reasons they are often ignored in personalized approaches.

We propose a novel approach for implicitly recognizing valuable text descrip-
tions of current user needs based on the implicit feedback revealed through web
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browsing interactions. The remainder of this article describes the process of ex-
traction of relevant cues from usage data collected from browsing sessions.

2 Related Works

Early attempts show that query histories and clicked results, namely, title and
summary have the chance to recognise the current search context improving
the retrieval of relevant information [5,6]. Further techniques take advantage
of those aggregated click-through data extensively collected by popular search
engines confirming that hypothesis [5,7,8]. But, on the other hand click-through
data remain an exclusively advantage of large search engines and, therefore, out
of reach of other entities.

In [9,10], the authors propose a preliminary attempt for extracting cues of
user information needs based only on the user’s most recent activity. In that
model, the browsing activity is exploited in order to identify a set of words that
characterize the current needs of the user.

3 Identifying User Needs from Browsing Sessions

A browsing session is defined as an ordered set of web pages 〈p1, p2, . . . pN〉 that
one user visits following the links that bind them. Empirical evidence shows that
the external content introduced by hyperlinks sometimes tends to be of high
quality and useful. Links convey recommendations and users make judgments
about which links to follow according with the potential value of the distal
objects w.r.t. their needs. On the web, however, hyperlinks bind documents
of varying quality and purposes. Anchors and surrounding text can sometimes
introduce noise and degrade potential representations of user current interests.
Anchor text is usually vague and imprecise especially if consisting only of a few
words or, even worse, these words are just for surfing support. Moreover, if the
link is used only to organize information, it conveys no recommendation to the
user.

Users decide whether or not access the distal content, that is, the page at the
other end of the link, analyzing the text snippets associated to links [11]. We
assume that if the user decides to follow a link, she is expressing a particular
interest that corresponds with her perception of the information source pointed
by that link. Because this perception depends on the links anchor, that text
can be considered strongly correlated to the current user needs governing the
browsing activity. Collecting this information during a browsing session may be
valuable for profiling users in personalized systems.
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3.1 Web Page Representation

ADOM-based tree representation of eachHTML page is defined. A pre-processing
step involves a syntax checker1 that cleans up malformed and faulty code. A sim-
plified DOM-based tree is obtained filtering out unnecessary tags and considering
the following most relevant ones.

A further step aims at generalizing groups of blocks forming a single data
region. A group of data records that contains descriptions of a set of similar
objects are typically rendered in a contiguous region of a page and formatted
using similar tags. The identification of data regions on web pages relies on the
approach proposed by Liu et al. [12].

The DOM-based representation is also useful to cluster pages with similar
templates. A template corresponds to the set of common layout and format
features that appear in a group of pages. A common tree edit distance [13] allows
us to compare and cluster together pages presented by the same template. Each
cluster is thus represented by a single centroid tree.

3.2 Block Correlation

Once each browsed page p is splitted to a set of non-overlapping text fragments,
each corresponding to a block id, we begin analyzing pairs of contiguous pages in
the browsing history (pi → pj). Given idpi the block containing the link chosen
by the user, and the text content tpi of idpi, we perform a search through the
content of the pointed page to find one or more correlated text blocks {idpj} by
means of a semantic similarity measure [14]. If the similarity between two blocks
idpi and idpj is above a given threshold, the tuple:

< c(pi), c(pj), idpi, idpj > (1)

is added to a local knowledge base KBr, where c(pi) and c(pj) are the clusters
associated with the two pages pi and pj, respectively. The basic assumption of
link analysis is that hyperlinks establish relationships between two pages. In our
approach, a link from pi to pj indicates that there might be some relationship
between one block idpi of page pi and another block idpj of pj .

3.3 Exploiting the Experience

The last stage exploits this acquired evidence to retrieve text information related
to the current user needs. Given a browsing session {p1, p2, . . . , pN} and the
acquired experience KBr, we follow the previous steps in order to obtain the id
of the blocks and clusters for each pair of pages (pi → pj), and the potential
text extracted from the blocks.

The relevance of each term in the extracted text is affected by a boost-
ing factor the is linearly dependent with the number of times the tuple <
c(pi), c(pj), idpi, idpj > is present in KBr.

1 http://www.w3.org/People/Raggett/tidy/
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4 Conclusion

The proposed implicit feedback technique extracts information related to the
current user needs exploiting the experience implicitly acquired during a brows-
ing activity. We are currently evaluating the proposed approach with a large set
of data collected from real scenarios. In this way, it is possible to collect enough
information to represent clusters of Web pages with similar templates and pro-
vide measures of relatedness between html blocks. Moreover, we will include in
the evaluation different approaches to extract information from Web pages, e.g.,
advertisement removal techniques. Further work includes better techniques to
represent the variation of user activity and interests during different sessions to
better represent the user contexts (see [15]).
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